METHOD #2 AERIAL VIEW USING DAS AIR DRY CLAY. Gather materials. Write your name on bottom of disc. Draw a River Shape onto Disc. Make as wide or thin as you want. We will make a waterfall first (Optional. You can make a hill area instead, anything higher than the riverbed.

BELOW: Remember to wet your board and clay to act as a “glue”.

1) Put rocks in place using clay.

2) Design and sketch your River

3) Make a skinny snake and create a waterfall.

4) Rotate between wetting the board and pressing clay down.

5) Wet finger or tool and smooth out to be the river.

6) Make sure clay is thick enough to press little rocks into it AFTER YOU PAINT THE RIVER.

7) Once river is painted, using extra water to make color lighter, press in small rocks, gravel.

8) Roll clay into long snakes, wet the board, and create the riverbanks.

9) Using wet finger or tool, smush down on the outside.

10) CUT the plastic tree into a bunch of small bushes and place where desired. Or use natural collected lichen and moss.

11) NEXT is the landscape. A beach? Hills? A mountain? A plateau?

12) Pour acrylic over water to make shiny. When clay dries, spray hairspray or sealer over entire project.